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However we read them, the works are physically and visually commanding. The dark bronze matt finish is recessive, like
monochromatic paintings, thus requiring close viewing. Four free-standing sculptures sit on the highly polished wooden floor of
the 1911 Willis Polk mansion; one wall piece stands in the gallery foyer. "Golden Moon," almost a yard in diameter, resembles a
seedpod or husk pierced by slits and ruptures created by the shirt collars and sleeves having been forced into unnatural positions.
"Dark Star," with its lacy, open structure, has botanical associations, too, until we notice that the polygon is composed of men’s
shirt collars sewn together. Two pieces are made from bedsheets: “Shimmer" (queen sheet) is a bundle of fabric topped by a twisted
‘tail,’ like a wrapped candy, though large and forbidding — suggesting a homemade projectile. "Black Moon" (king sheet) is another
dark spherical bundle, but one that gains in presence through its commanding location across the hallway, a wrapped XXXL
Magrittean apple. "Night Standard," the wall-hung piece, replicates the star-spangled shirt worn by sculptor John Chamberlain;
here, the shirt is splayed, with some of the stars cut out and the collar dangling loose at the bottom.
A suite of twelve mixed-media full-sheet (30 x 23 inches) drawings, "How to Draw a Circle," hangs in the
hallway as well. Executed in graphite, oil-stick and oil paint on paper, they’re Havel’s response to an
extended conversation with the poet Dean Young, who wrote an accompanying poem. Havel as an
undergraduate student at the University of Minnesota was influenced by the Japanese mingei pottery
tradition, which teaches simplicity of form given variety through happy accidents and improvisations.
Havel: “[The works] become art, not because of some kind of genius of the artist, but because of activity
and balance. The process puts the emphasis on you and your body and the way in which, by repeating
your behavior, the behavior is both the same and different.” Havel’s interest in this kind of repetitive
unconscious mindfulness is manifest in these experimental, perhaps even subversive versions of Zen
ensō (circle) drawings that echo, in graphic form, the ambiguities of the sculpture. Young’s poem,
dedicated to Havel, reads, in part:

We come to a stick
pretending to be a snake. Is it not wise
for a snake to pretend to be a stick? ...
My dog
has stopped and is looking at me with
a moon in each eye.
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